
                                 The Crocodile and the Serpent. 
 

                                                                                                                  McKana, July 21, 2021. 

Ephesians 6:10-12(KJV) 

11 Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. 

12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the 

rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. 
                                                    -------///////------- 
        I was not planning to share this vision. After I saw the post by our sister in Christ,( Crocodile-

Headed People, JULY 20, 2021 8:55 AM SISTER IN CHRIST, https://444prophecynews.com/crocodile-

headed-people-sister-in-christ/), I remembered the number of dreams and vision I saw about the 

Reptilians(Crocodiles, serpents etc.). It is important to see the post of August 22, 2021 for the details. 

(Heavens and Earth are shaken, AUGUST 22, 2019, MCKANA https://444prophecynews.com/heavens-

and-earth-are-shaken-mckana/.) In this very detailed multi-event revelations, I saw the transformations 

of the evil entities, written as “----- I see a tank, a armored military vehicle coming towards me from 

over the cliff. It is about to fall and crash from the cliff. It is hanging on the edge. I see a turtle like 

animal crawling to come out towards the left. Now it is a snake and then a crocodile. It is struggling 

to come out, towards the east, between the metals of the armored vehicle. Ugly reptilians. The tank 

fall and crashed to the ground over the cliff. On the crash site, I see groups of beings, 

transformation of the reptilians? They are dressed like humans, look like humans, have human size 

and features but they are agents in civilian cloth. They are up to something. Some tens in number, 

they look strangers and puzzled to where they are and plotting secretly as to what their next move is. 

The fallen, deceptively as human beings.” 

        In another dream/vision, I saw armed men in a tunnel and the Crocodile coming out in front of 

them from the right side. as stated “I see a tunnel, no light but enough to see. I see rows of armed 

soldiers, dressed in dark, wearing helmets, moving cautiously forward with their guns pointed, hands 

on triggers, ready to attack. It is an undergrounds tunnel. I flash vision. Then, in front of them 

came, from the right side, a green gray crocodile with frightening yellow eyes. The croc. is almost at 

the outlet, his head and neck are almost out from the entrance of the tunnel while the dark dressed 

lined up army in the narrow tunnel is behind it. They are in single file, I saw this very, very clearly. 

What are they?(later found out they are Iranian soldiers)”(Ready, War, Pandemic and shuttered. 

MCKANA JULY 16, 2020 https://444prophecynews.com/ready-war-pandemic-and-shuttered-mckana/ ) 

In the dream of our siter, she discribes what she saw as “There were some crocodile-headed 

individuals (about four) who were looking down and shouting at these normal looking individuals. I 

do not hear what exactly the crocodile-headed people are angry/shouting about, but I understood 

that they were pressurizing the normal people to do something; I don’t know what that was about.” 

What our sister saw is hybrid of individuals and the fallen angels. The fallen angels have taken over the 

heads, the thoughts of these individuals to do evil things, ie they have entered them. 

        Yes, the noisome pestilence, disgusting, strongly offensive sickening odor of decaying organic 

matter, sickness of many kinds, depression, sleeplessness, as well as the deafening noise and chaose is 

from those different forms of evil entireties, the reptilians, spiritually representing the fallen angels and 

their assigned evil spirits. As it is written, there is “Surely he shall deliver thee from the snare of the 

fowler, and from the noisome pestilence.” (Psalm 91:3) 

        Even though it is short, here is a vision from June 19, 202, enough to send the message. In all the 

dreams and visions given, I saw real looking Crocodiles and Serpents. 
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The Crocodile and the Serpent left. 

(Vision of June 19, 2021 11:00AM) 

I closed my eyes for few minutes for I was tired from not sleeping since 4:00AM. I see two fields of 

vision at the same time. In the first on the lower right, I see some kinds of an attempt for an attack. 

Some evil forces were on the move to the right for an attack. The scene changed to the right upper field 

of vision. The Crocodile left followed by the Serpent. The Crocodile is dragging it long tail heading 

towards the west and the Serpent followed it in a kind of taking a ride on the tail of the Crocodile. 

The source of what I experienced last night is reveled in this vision, as the retreat of the enemy, the 

reptilians, the croc and the serpent, evil entities, after a long period of attack just as the Lord showed 

me, came to pass. The Croc and the erpent work together. 

The fallen and evil entities manifest as, “Aliens,” two horned “Batman” like dark giants, Serpents, 

Crocodiles, Frogs, Flies, Wasps, Bats, Hyenas, Tigers, Lions, Wolves, hideous, contorting “Hobbits,” 

dark human looking demons, Rats, agile Lion-hyenas hybrid, Pigs, Hound rabid dogs, Chameleon. 

Lizards. All are what I saw and many more. 

         Put on the whole Armor of the Gospel and fight the good fight to the end! 

 


